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Abstract
It is very important to perform a full-text retrieval search of
document information accumulated in the past. Although
the retrieval technologies for ascii teM documents have
been established, the highly precise character retrieval
from the image based documents such as a bitmap image is
not easy. In this paper, a word retrieval technique for a
bitmap Japanese document image described with various
layouts is proposed. The technique consists of character
sequence extraction stage and word retrieval stage. As a
result of the experiment using actual documents in of
vertical writing and lateral writing mixture. it will be
shown that the proposed technique is effective.
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Introduction
Documents accumulated in the past has been processed
electronically as a digital documents. In order to acquire
required information from those document images, a
full-teM search is important technology. Although retrieval
of the ascii text document is established as technology of a
full-text search. retrieval of a bitmap document image has
not resulted in practical use.
Conventional techniques about retrieval of a bitmap
document image used OCR as pre-processing and stored
the text by OCR with a bitmap [1],[2]. Although this
method enables high-speed retrieval, since the accuracy of
Japanese handwriting OCR is still not perfect and various
devices are needed. In addition, there is also a problem of
requiring a memory. The trial in which it will search
directly from a bitmap document in recent years is also
made [3]-[7]. Refs. [3] and 141 proposed retrieval
techniques for English which consists of only lateral
writing, and cannot be applied to Jpanese document where
lateral writing and vertical writing are intermingled.
Although Refs. 151-171 are canying out for Chinese
characters. it is dlficult for Japanese to intermingle
Chinese character and kana in which the character of form
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differs, and to apply those techniques for Chinese
characters to kana characters.
In this paper, a word retrieval technique for the Japanese
document with which vertical writing and lateral writing
were intermingled is proposed. In character sequence
extraction stage, a character sequence domain is extracted
using a layout knowledge of a Japanese document, and
word retrieval stage is performed in each character
sequence domain. For processing time curtailment,
matching of the head of only one character is performed
for a query word. Moreover, only when it agrees, matching
processing after the second character is performed in order.
It experiments to 300 sheets of papers and a book, and
performance is verified.

Word Retrieval Method

In this section, system devised by this paper explains in
detail. This system is roughly divided into two stages. The
first stage is character sequence extraction stage performed
to the target bitmap document image. The second stage is
word retrieval stage performed to the character sequence
domain extracted by preprocessing.
About the first character sequence extraction stage, the
8-direction black pixel connecting method is first
performed in the target document image. The connecting
method is the method of connecting the black pixel, when
the black pixel domain which ad-joins in the 8-connection
directions in the black pixel in an input document image is
searched and a black pixel exists. And it canies out until a
black pixel stops connecting this processing, and it asks for
the minimum rectangle domain circumscribed to the
domain of all this connected black pixel. Nest, the
rectangle which the domain overlapped in these rectangular
domains is unified by those circumscription rectangles. Let
the rectangle obtained as a result be a basic rectangle. Next.
this basic rectangle is considered to be one character.
Generally a connection margin is set as a basic rectangle
from knowledge with the common Japanese document that
it is narrower than spacing between characters. and
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connection stage is performed. If it states in detail, it
judges whether other basic rectangles exist in the margin of
each basic rectangle. If it exists, the basic rectangle will be
connected. Let the minimum rectangle domain
circumscribed to these two connected basic rectangles be a
new basic rectangle. And a margin is newly set also to this
new basic rectangle.
Let W and H are be the width and the height of a basic
rectangle. respectively. Let mW and mH be the width and
the height of a margin, respectivery. Ten the initial
margins can be expressed as follows:

mW =

W/3
W/3
W/5

(In the case of H<0.6xW)

H/3

(In the case of W>= 0.6xH and H>= 0.6xW)
(In the case of W<0.6xH)

H/3

(In the case of H<0.6xW)

,

.

W and H are made into the width and the height of a
new basic rectangle, and mW and mH are made into the
width and the height of a margin, and w and h are made the
vertical and lateral of the connection direction of a basic
rectangle. About a margin setup of the second henceforth.
it is expressed as follows:
1 (In H>2xW, the connection direction is at w.)
1.5xH
(In W>2xH, the connection direction is at h.)

W/5

(Regardless of the connection direction, in
H<2xW and W<2xH, it is.) ,

1.5xW
mH =

(In H>2xW, the connection direction is at w.)
1 (In W>2xH, the connection direction is at h.)

H/5

(Regardless of the connection direction, in
H<2xW and W<2xH, it is.) .

And in each basic rectangle. other basic rectangles do
not exist the above processing in a margin. and it carries
out until it stops performing connection processing. As for
this technique, vertical writing and lateral writing can
extract a character sequence domain with h s algorithm as
an advantage. A series of flows is shown in Fig. 1 about
character sequence extraction stage.
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Figure 1.
Character sequence extraction algorithm

(In the case ofW>= 0.6xH and H>= 0.6xW)
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mH = H/5

mW =

Input picture

In the second word retrieval stage, matching of the head
of one character of query words is performed to the inside
of the extracted character line domain. And only when it
agrees, matching processing after the second character is
performed in order. In the matching technique. a thing
called the simple similarity is used. The simple similarity
can express them with cos 8 of the following formulas,
when the character in input bitmap document image and
retrieval character are expressed with the K-dimensional
vectors a and b. respectively.
cos 8

=

(a,b) 1 (la1 lbl)
(0

5 cose 5 1 )

Moreover, in case matching processing after the second
character is performed. the circumference of the matched
character is shifted and searched. T h ~ srange to search is
from immediately after the matched character to the half of
the size of the character which the next searches. Within
the limits of it is searched with the same matching
processing.
In case the above word retrieval is carried out. a
threshold is determined witlun the limits of cos 8 . and it
is considered that it agreed in more than a threshold. When
the above processing is performed until all retrieval
characters agreed, and all agree. the range is outputted as a
retrieval result range.
By this technique, after a user inputs a query word. since
the system made a query word into bitmap. the font of a
query word can be freely chosen from the inside of a
system. Font size is distinguished from the width and the
height of a character sequence which were extracted on the
occasion of character sequence extraction stage. A series of
flows about word retrieval stage is shown in Fig. 2.
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every 100 sheets [ a total of 300 ] each of these. Moreover,
in word retrieval stage, out of these 100 sheets each, it was
random five sheets at a time, selected, and experimented by
fluctuating a threshold about a total of 15 sheets.
The experiment result in character sequence extraction
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Figure 2. Word retrieval algorithm
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stage is shown in the following Table 1.

Experimental Result

In order to verify the validity of this system, the
comparison experiment was conducted in the character
sequence extraction stage. Moreover, the evaluation
experiment was conducted in the word retrieval stage.
The black run-length method which is one of the
conventional techniques is used for having considered as
comparison contrast in character sequence extraction stage.
A formula called the rate of extraction shown below as the
evaluation method is used.
T h e rate of extraction = the number of extraction lines /
the total number of lines
It extracted if it had not run out in the middle of the
word even if extraction had run out in the middle of the
sequence since it aimed at word retrieval this time.
Moreover, two formulas called the Recall rate and the
precision rate which are shown below are used as the
evaluation method in word retrieval stage.
Recall rate = the number of correct words / the number
total query words in the image
Precision rate = the number of correct words / the
number of searched words
The query words composed of 1-4 characters are
selected from the inside of a document image. Moreover, it
would be searched when the query words were contained
in the retrieval result domain.
The document images used for the experiment are 100
paper images in the University of Tsukuba Electronic
Library (http://www.tulips.tsukuba.ac.jpl), and document
images which scanned 100 sheets from the books of 100
paper front pages in an electronic information
communication
society
(http://www.ieice.org/jpn/index.html), and vertical writing.
In character sequence extraction stage, it experimented to

Table 1. A result of extraction experiment
As the result of a character sequence extraction
experiment, by using this technique regardless of the image
of vertical writing and lateral writing, it was about 95% of
the rate of extraction with tlus algorithm. About the black
run length method considered as comparison contrast,
when the direction of a line of the target document image
differed from algorithm a character line was not able to be
extracted at all.
The experimental result in word retrieval stage is shown
in the following Table 2.

(a)Recall rate

Table 2. A result of retrieval experiment
Since change of the recall rate was seen as a result of a
word retrieval experiment when a threshold was 32 - 34%.
32% is considered to be the optimal. The recall rate at this
time was about 75%, and the precision rate was about 72%.
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Conclusion

In this paper. the word retrieval engine for a Japanese
bitmap document was able to be built.
About the processing time of this system, they were
about 1 - 4 seconds in a series of stages to character
sequence extraction - word retrieval. It is a thing when
manufacturing and experimenting in this system in the
following manufacture environments about this
measurement time.
Use OS
Windows2000
Use Language
Visual C++
Machine Spec
Pentium4 1.4GHz(CPU)
256MB(Memory)
This is considered to be the last waiting time which man
would regard as unpleasant when searching a character.
Since a thing called a word consists of two or more
characters. in case this system performs word retrieval
from an experiment result to a document image, it is
thought that it is to some extent effective. However, there
is the necessity for an improvement from it being thought
that the recognition accuracy of word retrieval is still low.
As a reason nil why such recognition accuracy is low,
although the font size of the target line is specified in the
case of character sequence extraction stage, the state which
is not desirable is considered to be the cause for the
incorrect extraction and the input state of an object image
by blur etc.
In character sequence extraction stage. since it is aimed
at about 94% of rate of extraction. and the thing which
does not contain things. such as a plate. in a image this
time although it was high, it is a future subject to conquer
such restrictions.

(b)Precision rate
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